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A BabyLitÂ® Anatomy Primer BabyLitÂ® is a fashionable way to introduce your toddler to the world

of classic literature. With clever, simple text by Jennifer Adams, paired with stylish design and

illustrations by Sugarâ€™s Alison Oliver, these books are a must for every savvy parentâ€™s

nursery library.
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The only reason I kept this story is because my son liked the pictures. I expected something that

followed the classic Frankenstein novel a little more, but was simplified for a younger audience. This

is NO WHERE close. It basically has a picture and states the body part associated with each image.

This fell super short of my expectations.

Just got this and it is BRILLIANT. Unfortunately my copy had a misprint, so the pages that should

say" Body" say "Feet" instead. Called the publisher to let them know and they were SUPER nice

about and said it hopefully was just one box. Sending my copy back to  for a replacement that

hopefully doesn't have the same problem.But seriously, cutest book ever!

I think this is seriously one of my FAVORITE primers in this collection. If not THE favorite. I like

using this book for teaching anatomy (eyes, ears, mouth, nose, body, head, hands, feet, etc). The

structure of this primer is fantastic and the illustrations are ADORABLE (as they are for all the baby



lit primers). This was just really well thought out and effective. Highly recommended! If you haven't

tried any of the baby lit primers yet, start here. If you have tried them, Don't miss out on THIS ONE!

Saw this in the store and immediately had to buy this!!! Last Halloween we bought Dracula by the

same author. My son, 1 1/2 at the time, surprisingly LOVED Dracula...still does. We have one other

Lit-primer book, which he doesn't care for...so I have no clue if he will like this one or not.But the

concept is simple. Body parts. And I found it to be tooooo cute to pass up!!! If you want a Halloween

book or just another of JA's lit primer books...then buy this one!!!! (And I also recommend Dracula

as well.)

Cute book but disappointed in this series, thought there would be some story line related to the

classics they are named after. Instead just the drawings represent the characters, good quality

though and art is great

Our 1.5-year-old daughter LOVES all of the BabyLit books. They are high quality and feature

beautiful art. There isn't much of a story, but that works for us because it makes it fun to read to our

daughter! We make up a story and make it longer or shorter depending on how much time we have.

These books are a great size to hold and read to a young child, or for her to hold herself. I want to

collect them all!

I love these BabyLit books. They are just treasures that I hope will inspire a new generation to read

some of these great classic novels. This addition to the series is cute and fun. Adults will love the

references to the classic book, and children will adore the darling pictures. It's a win for everyone.

This is the CUTEST book ever! Goes through all of Frank's monster's body parts one at a time. I got

this for a friend who's baby's birthday is on Halloween.
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